
2019 Madrona Elementary Science Fair  
Guidelines and Rules 

 
Welcome to the Fourth Annual Madrona Elementary Science Fair!  The science fair will 
be held on Tuesday, June 18th.  All students can participate -- yes, even 
Kindergarten!  Participation is mandatory for some classes.  Your student’s teacher will 
let you know if that is the case for their class.    
  
Students can do the science fair project alone or in a small group, with teacher 
approval. Project forms are due to teachers by June 7th.  A parent or guardian must 
sign the form.  The teacher will also sign the form to make sure the student has chosen 
an appropriate project.  Teachers may alter these guidelines as they wish -- so pay 
attention to your teacher’s instructions. 
  
Resources for choosing and researching science fair projects will be available in the 
school library and the public library across the street.  We will also provide teachers with 
a set of grade-appropriate project ideas in the coming weeks.  Supplies for completing 
experiments and creating displays will be available to students in the weeks leading up 
to the fair thanks to a generous donation from the community. Volunteers are available 
to help with projects as needed. 
  
First thing on the morning of June 18th, students must bring their project to the library 
to be set up for display.  During the day, each student will be scheduled to present their 
project to the judges. A group of community members working in science and 
engineering will judge the projects. First, second, and third place winners will be 
announced for each grade at the evening event on June 18th. 
  
All classes will have an opportunity to view the displayed projects on the day of the 
fair.  In addition, families and friends of science fair participants are invited to join us at 
the school on the evening of June 18th to view the projects. You will be able to 
demonstrate your experiment at the Science Fair. We will have space outside for messy 
demonstrations. 
 
We need volunteers to make the Madrona Elementary Science Fair successful! Please 
fill out the volunteer form and lend a hand. If you have any questions about 
volunteering, please contact Sarah Kent at volunteer@madronaptsa.org. 
 
Choosing your project: an Investigation or a Model 
 
A. Scientific Investigation Project: 
 
This is a project based on a prediction, or hypothesis, you make.  The first step is to 
generate a prediction.  “I predict seeds will grow better in compost than other soil types” 
or “I predict a longer catapult arm will throw an equal sized object further than a short 
one.”   Next, you determine the procedure and materials that will test your 
prediction.  You then do your experiment (several times!) and collect the results.  You 



will use your results to come to a conclusion as to whether your prediction was 
accurate, or whether you discovered something unexpected. Results that are different 
from your prediction are a valuable part of your project and you should include them. 
 
Your display should include the following information- judges are looking for these 
things: 
 
1. The title of your project 
2. Your name 
3. The prediction or hypothesis you are testing 
4. The procedure (What and how you tested it or built it.) & materials you used. 
5. The results (data)  (What you found out, what happened, what you saw...in a list, 
a table or a graph) 
6. A conclusion/ or discussion.  Answer or discuss questions like: Was your 
hypothesis disproved?    Did your experiment help answer your question?   Did you 
make any mistakes?  What would you do differently?  What would you test next? 

7. Sources/Citations.  Did you use help or resources from a outside source? 
What     

books or websites did you use?  
8. With your display, please bring the parts of your experiment that you can share and 

show. You can demonstrate your experiment at the fair if you want to. 
 
B) Scientific Model Project: 
 
This type of project is more about research, observation, and reporting.  As part of your 
display, you should show examples of your observations or build a model of your 
system so that people can see what it is and how it works.  Solar systems, galaxies, 
ecosystems, habitats, earthquakes, volcanoes, cells, organs, organisms, ponds, 
aquariums, certain physical and chemical phenomenon and processes might all be 
considered “systems.”  A model could be a poster, a 3-dimensional sculpture, a 
collection of natural objects (feathers, rocks), or an illustration or diorama of a stream, 
planetary system, or some type of machine. 
 
Your display should include the following information- judges are looking for these 
things: 
 
1. The title of your model 
2. Your name 
3. A detailed explanation of your subject or system, including what your subject or 
system does-the parts and how they work together 
4. Discussion about why the system is important and how this system used by or 
interacts with people 

5. Scientific drawings, photos or diagrams, with labels - where appropriate 
6. Sources and citations 
9. Materials that show how your investigation or model works so that others can 
understand what you have done 



 
Steps to a great Science Fair project: 

1. Plan your project. It takes time to choose your project and find something you are 
interested in that you can do in the time you have. Choose your project as soon 
as possible, gather your supplies and schedule your remaining time so you can 
get it done. Project forms are due to your teacher on June 1st. 

 
2. Leave time to do your experiment several times. It might not work the first time, 
so leave time for a few tries. You may find you want to change some things about your 
project as you go. Do not do your experiment for the first time at the Science Fair! You 
can do a demonstration at the fair, but you should have done it several times before 
then to gather results for your poster. 
 
3. Make a great poster. Your poster tells the story of how you followed the scientific 
method. The experiment or model is just one part of your project. On your poster you 
will describe each step- your hypothesis, process, results, and conclusion- in different 
sections so the viewer can follow what you did. Organization matters! Even a simple 
project can be great if you are careful and detailed. 
 
Resources to Start You Off 
There are a lot of great websites with science fair ideas, experiments, and videos. You 
can do a search for “science fair projects” or just “kids science experiments.” Here are a 
few to get you started: 
sciencebob.com, sciencebuddies.org, sciencekids.co.nz, education.org (click on the 
science fair tab), youtube.com. 
 
Parents and Students Working Together 
What is the appropriate amount of assistance and interaction from parents assisting 
with student’s science projects?   

Some students benefit from deciding on a topic, designing, and finishing a project 
independently and with little or no parent involvement and feedback in the process.  For 
other students, this is a great opportunity to work together and teach your student 
something you know about, eg: science, design, garden skills, etc.  Let your judgement 
be your guide, with the goal being a learning experience for the student, and reasonable 
interaction from the parent.  Age, independence, teamwork, family-building, and 
learning can all be considered in thinking about this...  
 
Presentation & Safety Rules: 

• Your exhibit should fit a space roughly 3 feet wide and 2 feet deep.  
• Use a cardboard, poster-board, or foam display that can stand freely on a table. 
• Do not use any human tissue or other human products that could transmit 

disease (blood, bone).   
• If using human subjects, please consider their physical and psychological well-

being.   
• No cruelty to animals, please.  



• Experiments which produce fire or abundant smoke may not be 
done/demonstrated in the school.    

• All projects must conform to other school rules.  
• Students and parents must anticipate any messes their project might create and 

plan ahead to prevent and mitigate any messes. 
 


